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Appearance and Personality - I

1.         

Which adjective does NOT describe 
Mandy?

A) Overweight B) Slim

C) Young D) Plump

2.   
Bruce is one of my 
friends. He’s very 
handsome with wavy fair 
hair and blue eyes. He’s 
tall and thin.

What’s he talking about?
A) Appearance B) Personality

C) Hobbies D) Likes / Dislikes

3.  Personality Appearance

punctual 
slim 
shy 

selfish

overweight 
beautiful 
clumsy 
short

Which adjectives are in the WRONG 
group?

A) selfish - overweight

B) slim - clumsy

C) punctual - beautiful

D) shy - short

4. 
Jason :  What is Ekin like?

Demet :  She is ----.

Which of the following does NOT complete 
the conversation above?

A) overweight B) stubborn

C) generous D) thoughtful

5. Brad has got short curly orange hair and dark 

eyes.

According to the description above, who 
is Brad?

A)    B) 

C)    D) 

6.        I don’t
remember
what to do.

What is Daniel like?

A) He is selfish.

B) He is clumsy.

C) He is easygoing.

D) He is forgetful.
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Which of the following is NOT a definition 
of the words above?

A) never late

B) makes funny jokes

C) shares everything with others

D) doesn’t work hard

For the questions 8-12, choose the best 
option to fill in the blanks.

8. 

I am a ---- person. My face 
turns red when I talk to 

people.

A) shy B) sociable

C) punctual D) generous

9. 
Sue  : Is Ted generous?

Bill   : No, he isn’t. He is ----.

A) funny B) talkative

C) mean D) creative

10.         This is mine!

Alice Cindy

Alice is ----.

A) thoughtful B) clumsy

C) outgoing D) selfish

11.  

My father ----.

A) has fair hair

B) has a moustache

C) wears glasses

D) is bald

12.   

Mark makes friends easily. 
He is ----.

A) ugly B) outgoing

C) serious D) well-built
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1. 
Betty Diana

punctual � �

selfish � �

shy � �

funny � �

According to the table above, which of the 
following is NOT correct?

A) Betty doesn’t have many friends.

B) Diana only cares about herself.

C) Diana loves making jokes.

D) Betty is always late for school.

2. Tom         Jerry        

35 cm 
13 kilos 

5 years old 
can run 35 km/h

14 cm 
1 kilo 

3 years old 
can run 25 km/h

Which of the following is NOT correct 
according to the information above?

A) Tom is older than Jerry.

B) Jerry is shorter than Tom.

C) Tom is heavier than Jerry.

D) Jerry is faster than Tom.

3. 
Pelin is a fourteen-year-old girl. She 
is 1.60 meter tall and 50 kilos. She has 
short dark hair and hazel eyes.

Which information is NOT in the text 
above?

A) Weight B) Age

C) Personality D) Hair

4. 
I’m a happy person and I 

smile all the time.

I never solve problems, so I 
get low marks in exams.

I remember my friends’
birthdays and buy presents 

for them.

Nina

Emily

Mark

I think I’m a bit careless. I 
drop my drinks or break 

glasses.
Tim

According to the people above, who is 
clumsy?

A) Nina B) Mark 

C) Emily D) Tim

5. 
Peter : Who is your best friend?

Tom : Albert.

Peter : ----?

Tom :  He’s tall and thin. He has got brown 
hair and hazel eyes.

Peter : ----?

Tom :  He never tells lies and he makes 
friends easily.

Peter : ----?

Tom :  He’s good at basketball. He loves 
doing sports.

Peter : I think you get on well with him.

Tom : Yes.

Which question is NOT suitable to the 
dialogue above?

A) What is he like

B) What does he look like

C) What are you like

D) What does he like doing
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Answer the questions 6-7 according to 
the text below.

    Dear Clara,

   I don’t get on well with one of my classmates.

I think he is better than me. He is good at sports, 

lessons and music. He is well-built, sociable and 

he can play three musical instruments. He has 

higher grades than me. Give me some advice, 

please.

               Pete

6. We can understand from the text that Pete 
is ----.
A) forgetful B) clumsy
C) jealous D) generous

7. Pete’s friend is ---- than Pete.

A) lazier B) worse

C) more selfish D) more successful

8.       

Max. 120 km/h

Max. 300 km/h

100 000 TL

300 000 TL

Ahmet’s car

Veli’s car

According to the pictures above, which of 
the following is NOT correct?

A) Ahmet’s car is faster than Veli’s car.

B) Ahmet’s car is cheaper.

C) Veli’s car is more expensive.

D) Ahmet’s car is slower than Veli’s car.

9. 
John :  What do you think about your new 

friends in the class?

Peter :  I have just a few friends now. 
I think they have different 
personalities. Jeff likes meeting 
new people and being friends with 
them. Sally doesn’t listen to her 
friends. She thinks she’s always 
right. Ann always thinks about 
what other people want or need. 
Bob doesn’t feel relaxed when he 
speaks in front of people.

According to Peter, how many friends 
have positive personal qualities?

A) 1 B) 2 C) 3 D) 4

10.   

Sally doesn’t like spending time with her 

friends. She doesn’t talk much. She doesn’t 

care her friends’ problems and she doesn’t 

like spending money. She is good at her 

lessons. Her grades are very high.

According to the text above, which 
adjective describes Sally?

A) Friendly B) Lazy

C) Stingy D) Outgoing

11. 
Bruce : Do you get on well with Jack?

Peter  :  Of course. He is my best friend. 
----.

Which of the following does NOT complete 
the dialogue above?

A) We have some hobbies in common

B) I feel jealous of him

C) We like spending time together

D) I think he is thoughtful and honest
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1.  Our history teacher is an easy-going woman. 

She is wearing a headscarf.

Which of the following matches with the 
given information above?

A)    B) 

C)    D) 

2. Barcelona İstanbul

Population 1,602 million 15,07 million

Weather 32 °C 25 °C

Which of the following is CORRECT 
according to the information above?

A)	 İstanbul	is	hotter	than	Barcelona.

B)	Barcelona	is	colder	than	İstanbul.

C)	Barcelona	is	cheaper	than	İstanbul.

D)	İstanbul	is	more	crowded	than	Barcelona.

3. I. He is my uncle, Bill.

II. He is kind and generous.

III. What is he like?

IV. Who is the man in the photo?

What is the CORRECT order of the 
dialogue above?

A) IV - II - I - III B) III - II - I - IV

C) IV - I - III - II D) III - I - IV - II

4. 
Hello! I am Alice. I am thirteen years old. I 

have long blonde hair and blue eyes. I have 

a lot of friends at school. Cindy is my best 

friend. She never tells lies and she is good 

at making jokes. When we are together, I 

have lots of fun. Bill is an easy-going boy. 

But he doesn’t like talking much. Susan is a 

beautiful girl. She’s really attractive. 

However, she is stubborn. You can’t change 

her mind and she doesn’t like sharing her 

things. Peter always gets high marks in 

exams and he is never late for classes. He 

helps me with my lessons. I love all my 

friends.

Which of the following is NOT correct 
according to the text above?

A) Bill is talkative.

B) Peter is a successful student.

C) Cindy is an honest girl.

D) Alice is outgoing.

5.   
Serena Williams is one of the best tennis 

players. She is very attractive and well-built 

because she exercises every day. She is 

beautiful with long curly black hair and black 

eyes. Serena is helpful because she 

donates a lot of money to the charities.

According to the text above, what can we 
say about Serena Williams?
A) She is a very successful tennis player.
B) She is overweight and selfish.
C) She is a stubborn and a lazy tennis player.

D) She is an ugly and clumsy woman.
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Which of the following is CORRECT 
according to the exam results above?

A) Mathew got a better mark than Lily.

B) Lily is more successful than Mathew.

C) Lily is worse than Mathew at maths.

D) Mathew is more hardworking than Lily.

7. Age Hair Eyes

old straight blue

middle aged wavy brown

� � �

Which of the following completes the table 
above?

� � �
A) bald brown slim
B) handsome blonde green
C) young curly hazel
D) ginger plump black

For the questions 8-11, choose the best 
option to fill in the blanks.

8. 
Brad : I have a twin brother.

Peter : Realy? ----?

Brad :  He is tall and slim with dark hair.

A) What are his hobbies

B) Is he a friendly boy

C) Is he more handsome than you

D) What does he look like

9. 
I play chess with 
my sister but she 
always wins. ----.

A) She plays better than me

B) She can’t play chess well

C) She forgets everything easily

D) She can’t make friends

10. 
Paul : Do you like spending time with Mary?

Jill   : Yes, she is very cheerful. ----.

A) She thinks of only herself

B) She tells funny jokes

C) She never changes her mind

D) She feels jealous of others

11. 
Betty   :  Do you want to play tennis or 

volleyball?

Susan : Let’s play volleyball. ----.

A) It is very boring

B) I hate playing volleyball

C) I think it is a bad idea

D) It is more exciting
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Which of the following is CORRECT according to the information above?

A) Demet Özdemir is older than Hadise.

B) Hadise has less fans than Demet Özdemir.

C) Demet Özdemir is shorter than Hadise.

D) Hadise is slimmer and younger than Demet Özdemir.

2. Mr. Johnson asked his students about the characters of their friends. The table below shows their 
answers.

Who ---- Paul Mary Steve James

comes to school on time? Emily Mark Emily Leo

thinks he/she is better 
than others?

Julia Julia Julia Julia

helps his/her friends? Mark Kate Tina Ann

forgets everything? Brian Susan Leo Ann

makes funny jokes? Emily Emily Kate Tina

never tells lies? Tina Tina Brian Lucy

buys you presents? Ann Ann Ann Ann

Which of the following is NOT correct according to the answers above?

A) Her friends think Julia is snob. B) Ann is more generous than others.

C) Tina is not honest, but Lucy is. D) Leo is forgetful and punctual.
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3. 
Hello! I’m Emma. I’m nine years old. I’ve got short 
straight blonde hair. I have a lot of friends and I love 
going to the cinema with them. My brother, Henry 
is seven. He has wavy dark hair. He always studies 
hard, but he is a bit shy. My father is thirty nine. He is 
tall and slim. He is energetic and helpful. My mother 
is thirty eight. She is generous and kind. She is plump 
and tall. My grandma has straight grey hair. She is 
short. She is cheerful and forgetful. My grandfather 
wears glasses. He has a beard and a moustache. He 
is creative and talkative. I love living with my family.

Which question CANNOT we answer  according to the text above?

A) What does Emma’s grandmother look like? B) What does Emma like doing with her friends?

C) Who is older, Emma’s father or mother?  D) Who is Henry’s best friend at school?

4. Arda is studying vocabulary of Unit 1. He grouped the words below.

� � �
slim
ugly

attractive
well-built

plump
short

clumsy
selfish
stingy

creative
punctual
stubborn

cycling
surfing on the Net

reading books
listening to music
watching movies

playing tennis

Which of the following shows the CORRECT titles according to the lists above?

� � �
A) Character Appearance Personality
B) Personality Built Hobbies
C) Appearance Personality Hobbies
D) Likes Interests Character

5. Her friends are talking about Maria.

Maria is beautiful with 
blue eyes. She is tall 

and slim. 

Maria is a bit snob. 
She is always late 

and she is very 
careless.

Maria is hardworking 
and sociable. I enjoy 
spending time with 

her.

Maria is a cheerful 
girl. She is also kind 

and helpful.

Lily TedNancy James

Who is talking about a negative personal trait of Maria?

A) Lily B) Ted C) Nancy D) James
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1. Which matching is NOT correct?

A)    B) 

 hiking  archery 

C)    D) 

 climbing  cycling

2.  
Individual Sports

 
I. Archery

 II. Wrestling

 III. Handball

 IV. Cycling

Which adjective is NOT suitable to the 
list?

A) I B) II C) III D) IV

3. Which equipment is necessary to go diving?

A)    B) 

C)    D) 

4. David is curious about sports. He loves outdoor 
sports.

Which sport does NOT David like?

A)    B) 

C)    D) 

5. It’s an individual sport. You 
can do it indoors. You need a 
special white suit and a belt.

Which sport is she talking about?

A) Karate B) Jogging

C) Tennis D) Handball
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6.  Sport Equipment

Tennis
Archery
Football

?

Racket
Arrow

Trainers
?

Which of the following completes the table 
above?

Sport Equipment
A) Hiking Net
B) Skating Knee pads
C) Boxing Bow
D) Swimming Helmet

7. 

Spain Italy

Full Time

2 2

What is the score above?

A) Spain is winning.

B) Italy is beating Spain.

C) Italy is losing.

D) It’s a draw.

8. Which sports are in the WRONG group?

Indoors Outdoors
A) Ice-hockey Skiing

B) Climbing Bowling

C) Table tennis Bungee-jumping

D) Boxing Windsurfing

For the questions 9-12, choose the best 
option to fiil in the blanks.

9. 

Melih Demiral 
---- two goals 
but he ---- his 
leg at the end of 

the match.

A) kicked / played B) won / broke

C) scored / injured D) defeated / hit

10. 
Sally: Do you like jogging?

Tim  : Yes, I love it. I think it is ----.

A) boring B) ambitious

C) relaxing D) successful

11. 
David: ---- do you go ice-skating?

Betty : Once a week.

A) Where B) How often

C) Why D) How many

12. 
Çağla Büyükakçay won the 
WTA Cup and the ---- 

applauded her.

A) balls B) healthy

C) spectators D) matches
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For the questions 1-5, choose the best 
option to fill in the blanks.

1. 
Robbie :  ----?

Canan  :  Three or four days a week.

A) How often do you do sports

B) What should we eat to be healthy

C) Where do you train

D) How many medals do you have

2. 
Teacher :   Why are you so sad? What 

happened?

Tony      :   I’m in the chess club of our 
school. It was the final match.

Teacher :  ----?

Tony      :  Unfortunately, I lost it.

A) How did the match finish

B) How often do you play chess

C) Where did you play

D) Who was with you at the match

3. 
Can : I go jogging if I don’t have  
  training.

Thomas : ----, please? I didn’t hear.

Can : I go jogging if I don’t have  
  training.

A) How often do you go jogging

B) Do you go jogging a lot

C) Would you like to go jogging

D) Can you repeat it

4. 
Bob :   How is our team doing in the match?

Victor :  We are losing.

Bob :  ----?

Victor :  0-2.

A) When is the match

B) What is the score

C) Is Messi playing

D) Where is the match

5. 
It’s a team sport. There are five players in 
each team. The players are bouncing the ball 
and pass it to each other. Then, one of the 
players shoots the ball through the hoop.

Which sport is the text about?

A)    B) 

C)    D) 

6. You don’t need a lot of 
equipment to do this sport. You 
need only a pair of trainers. I 
exercise every day. I want to 

win the Olympics!

What can we say about the girl above?

A) She hates running.

B) She is interested in team sports.

C) She is ambitious.

D) She does sports to be healthy.
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7. Football is a very old game. Romans, ancient 

Greeks and Chinese played it. Now, we play it 

with two teams and there are eleven players in 

each team.

According to the text above, which of the 
following IS NOT correct?

A) Football is an ancient sport.

B) The number of players in each team is 
less than eleven.

C) Football is a team sport.

D) Football was popular in ancient countries.

Answer the questions 8-9 according to 
the table below.

M
on

da
y

Tu
es

da
y

W
ed

ne
sd

ay

Th
ur

sd
ay

Fr
id

ay

Sa
tu

rd
ay

Su
nd

ay

meet 
friends

� � � � � � �

have 
lunch

� � � � � � �

go
swimming � � � � � � �

go 
jogging

� � � � � � �

Eddie

8. According to the table above, which of the 
following is CORRECT?

A) Eddie sometimes has lunch.

B) Eddie always meets his friends.

C) Eddie goes swimming twice a week.

D) Eddie never goes jogging.

9. Eddie meets his friends ----.

A) once a week B) every day

C) on weekdays D) twice a day

Answer the questions 10-12 according 
to the text below.

Hi! I am Derek. Here is my daily routine. 

I always get up at 7.00. Then, I get 

dressed and have breakfast with my 

family at 7.30. I leave home at 7.50. My 

school is not near our house but I walk 

to school or sometimes cycle because it 

is healthy. My classes start at 8.30 and 

finish at 3.30. I am in the basketball 

team in our school and I have training 

on Monday, Wednesday and Friday. I 

come back home at around 5.30. I have 

dinner at 6.00. I do my homework until 

9.00. Then, I read a book or listen to 

music. I go to bed at 10.00. 

10. What does NOT Derek do?

A)    B) 

C)    D) 

11. How often does he have training?

A) Once a day

B) Every day

C) Three times a week

D) Only at weekends

12. After dinner, Derek ----.

A) does his homework B) has training

C) gets dressed D) comes home
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For the questions 1-3, choose the best 
option to fill in he blanks.

1. Rob  :  ----?

Tom :   Yes. I was the first in the Olympics.  
I won 13 medals.

A) What is your favourite sport

B) How long do you play football

C) Are you good at swimming

D) How often do you ride a horse

2.         

Melinda :   What happened to the footballer?

Roger :   ----. He won’t play for 3 months.

A) He injured his leg

B) His team defeated the guest team

C) He scored a goal

D) He kicked the ball

3. 
Esra :		Sümeyye	 Boyacı	 is	 a	 successful	

swimmer.

Carol: ----?

Esra  :  At the age of five.

A) How many medals did she get

B) When did she start swimming

C) How does she train for championship

D) Where did she grow up

4. I don’t like team sports 
because your success depends 
on the others.

Which sport would Anıl like to do?

A) Football B) Volleyball

C) Karate D) Baseball

5.  

T
e
n
n
is

S
w

im
m

in
g

Sports Preferences Among Students

F
ootball

Archery

Basketball

What can we say according to the graph 
above?

A) Individual sports are more popular than 
team sports.

B) Students don’t do outdoor sports.

C) All students do an indoor sport.

D) Doing archery is better than swimming for 
the students.

6. We’re having a football tournament at school. 
We had four matches today. 8A scored two 
goals and defeated 8C. 8D played better than 
8F, but the match ended in a draw. 8B lost 
the match three nil. 8E won the match against 
8G.

Which score is NOT correct according to 
the text above?

A) 
8A
2 1

8C
    B) 

8D
1 1

8F

C) 
8B
3 0

8H
    D) 

8E
1 0

8G
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Answer the questions 7-8 according to the table below.

Betty

Jane

7. Which of the following is CORRECT according to the table above?

A) Betty likes team sports. B) Jane doesn’t like walking in nature.

C) Archery is Betty’s favourite sport. D) Jane hates doing yoga.

8. Jane needs some special equipment like a bow and arrows to do this sport.

Which sport is suitable for her?

A) Archery B) Hiking C) Yoga D) Basketball

9. 

Mete GAZOZ

Mr. Cantürk: Today, our guest is Mete Gazoz. Welcome to our  
  programme.

Mete Gazoz : Thanks a lot.

Mr. Cantürk: Congratulations for the Gold Medal in Tokyo. Turkish  
 people are proud of you.

Mete Gazoz : It was a great experience for me, too. Thank you.

Mr. Cantürk: ----?

Mete Gazoz : Every day. I train for 5-6 hours.

Mr. Cantürk : ----?

Mete Gazoz : Definitely. I get up early every morning. I never eat junk food. I sleep enough and work  
 hard.

Mr. Cantürk : ----?

Mete Gazoz : Work hard and believe yourself. Do your best.

Which question does NOT complete the dialogue above?

A) What do you advise to young archers B) Where did you get your first gold medal

C) How often do you train D) Do you have a healthy lifestyle
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Answer the questions 1-2 according to the brochure below.

Contact

Jeff Parker
08003164279

TEENS SPORTS CAMP

Age

13-19

10 th
-14 th

July

1. Which of the following is NOT correct 
according to the brochure above?

A) You can do individual sports at the camp.

B) The camp is in summer.

C) There is no information about the date.

D) Teenagers can join the camp.

2. Which activity CANNOT you do at the 
camp above?

A) Hiking B) Skiing

C) Cycling D) Climbing

Answer the questions 3-4 according to the text below.

Hello. I’m Sam from England. Sunday is my favourite day of the 

week because I’m free on that day. On Sundays, I usually get 

up at 9.00. I have breakfast at 10.00 and then I go to my table 

tennis training. My training finishes at 1.00 o’clock and then, I 

meet my friends. We usually go to the cinema or drink 

something at a cafe. In the evening, I read a book for two 

hours. I check my homework and then, I go to bed at 10.00.

3. Which of the following is NOT correct 
according to the text above?

A) Sam gets up late on Sundays.

B) Sam usually watches a movie on Sundays.

C) Sam spends time with his friends on Sunday 
mornings.

D) Sam studies in the evening.

4. According to the text above, which sport 
does Sam do?

A) He plays table tennis.

B) He meets his friends.

C) He gets up at 9.00.

D) He loves Sundays.
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